had not read Spender 's autobio graphy
(myself included ,) the anecdotes and
insights were fresh and new. For
those previously acquainted with
Spender 's work apparently nothing he
said was startlin g or new , and this was
a disappointment.

Stephen
Spender
Remembers
Aude n
Poe t s, like Caiu s, are mor ta l bu t t h ier

memory often survives longer tahn
those of other men. On September 25
Colb y was for t unate t o have St ep hen
Spender , Bri t ish p oet , crit ic, and former collea gue of W H ' Au d en deliver
a lecture entitled "The Pylon Poets of
the Thirties " as one of a series of leeture s made possible by a grant fro m
The Ganne tt Publishing Company.
The content of the lecture was essen-

tially a reminiscence of Auden and a
guide to an understa ndin g of his
poetry.
Louis MacNeice , C. Day Lewis , Step hen Sp en d er , and W.H. Auden were
the "P y lon P oets " at Oxford in the
1930*s, gr ouped together primarily
by a common nega t ive reaction to
Fascism. Auden becam e the most
widely read an d acclaim ed of the four ,
and Spender explained his distinction
from the other thfee. For those who

Auden was an authoritative personality, and Spender related humorous
stories of the poet' s cross-examination
of himself as a different and respecting
"pupil ." He demonstrated how this
per sonality ofte n asserted itself in
Auden 's poetr y so that to many it
seemed extremel y de-per sonalized ,
Auden came from a "scientific " home
while the other three came from
homes cultivate d by the arts , and this
background Spender feels is evident
especially in Auden 's early work.
wherein the poet describes a "sympa
tom " and attem pts to amend
"cure ." Auden 's premise is that a
poet should be "clinical" and dispa ssionate about life. His method of
composition was "scientific ," the lines
being but pieces of the atmospheric
mosaic he was to create. Spender '
would furth er illuminate his comments by reading from Auden.s poems.
But the man at the pdoium ,
in
Dunn Lounge that afternoon , a nd in
t he classroom t he nex t mr on in g was
himslef a p oet ? A stat ely man wi t h
hoary locks, k i nd ey es, and a ruddy
com p lexion free from t he dee p
complexion free fro m the deep crevices
of Auden 's visage. Tliose who expected
him t o read his own p oems were
disa ppointed: he read only, one in

the classroom Thursday morning . The
pr oblem was how to get at the heart
of the . man without seeming impertinent when he was characte ristically
British in his reserve , and almost .it
seemed , bound and determined to
stave off questions directed towards
his own work. Asked if he iiad any
particula r philosophy about his own
poetry , he answered no, he simply
wrote; any particular method of composition; no, he simply wrote. His
answers , terse but in good humor
(and he did elabo rate on more objective inquiries.) Perhaps they tell us
to seek the answers in his work.
Perhaps they tell us also that his
trip was undertaken to do homage to
Auden , at this year 's anniversary of
the poet' s death , and fiot for the
living poet' s vainglory . Yet perturbing to some was the fact that he
did not commit himself to a stance on
on these literary issues, whether out
of modesty , self-preservation , or irresponsibility-i s difficult to tell-supposedly responsibility for making such
statements automatic ally accruing to
one of such litera cy stature as his.
It was Stephen Spender , the pupil of
Auden ,who visited Colby , not Spender
the poet , and this latter point partially
disappointed a few.
It would be untrue and inappropria te
to say the Colby Community did not
grea t ly a pp recia t e, enojy, and. ben efi t
fro m Stephen Spender 's visit. His
charmin g presence and delightful reinvocation of Auden 's personality and
poetry revealed Spender 's capcaity for
rekindlin g the memory of a fellow poet.

CAlDWEU.
IN THE

"This place is what you make it." A simple point
taken for granted , often repeated but seldom considered seriou sly. What you make of it. We begin with
a wide-eyed awareness; a vision of the Liberal Art s as
an opportunity to learn, to explore intellectually,
and to approach new experiences. What becomes of
these intentions?
We begin to lose them when we sift through the
curriculum, the clubs and organizations, and the
social offerings. We assemble a program around
these interests and the program assumes a course
which becomes increasingly routine. We choose
a major , a place to live, what clubs to join , what
sports to play, what peoole are our friends. We
establish priorities and allot time according to them.
We ignore and eventually forget our Committment
to learn and to explore. To learn is to be open, receptive, curious, and anxious to understand the misunderstood. To train is to choose a goal, decide how to
reach it and ride hell bent to get there, oblivious to
what we pass on the way .
It is time to reexamine the perspective we have
acquired and to ask for a rekindling of our curiousity
and the dissolution of our close mindedness. Perhaps there is too much emphasis on "Liberal Arts
Irrelevance" and students see themselves being buried
under the pressure of a too soon anticipated entry
into the "real world." We forget that the best preparation for decisions is knowledge and experience;
we pass them by in favor of a program as secure
and directional as possible.
Yet we have only to open our eyes to see
again, and to catch sight of the intentions we came
with. It is possible to learn, to grow and to
acquire direction without sacrificing one for
another.
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A New Man
for Newman
The Board of Trustees in a move which had
direct and immediate effect on the students
approved (Student Association Treasurer)
Rich Whitecar's request for a $25 ,000 increase in the Student Association allocation
by responding with a $22,000 increase.
7 Whitecar, noting in his proposal that the
last increase came in 1970, made his strongest point by showing that the 1970 $60,000
allocation was now worth $43,000 (due to a
27% increase in the cost of living.) This increase though apparent in the case of tuition,
room and board had not yet been reflected up
on The Student Association allocation , said
Whitecar.
In his proposal, Whitecar also requested that
the financial responsibility of the new Student
Association be recognized. The association
sought to assume its responsibility to the
student body by making funds available to the
over thirty groups in which students
have shown an interest-the radio station,
the Women's Hockey Team, the Outing Club,
The Echo, The Oracle, etc.
Whitecar's case clearly demonstrated that the
dischargement of this responsibility was
impossible within the limits of a $60,000
budget.
The Board answers the proposal with a $ 2200
increase-one which should make a significant
difference in Colby's extra-curricular program.
It became possible to allocate fund s according
to an organiza tion real needs and not solely
around the remaining budget figure.

Letters
London Sept. 12 1974

The Editor
Colby College Student Newspaper

Dear Editor ,
What 's in an old Ford ?
F uneral
Of
R cpresentational
D cmocracy
and the restoration of Direct Democracy ,
i.e. without representatives or delegates
Neither leadership nor followership .
Neither driver nor driven . Neither guru
nor disciple .Neither teacher nor student .
Look within . Be inten sely aware of that
inner flow of thoughts , feelings and
actions .Realize that you arc simply the
Observcr/Expcriencer/Perceiver of that
endless flood .
Then walk further on .
Awareness ,
Sidney Simon
Sidney Simon
16 0springe Roa d
Lon don NW 5
England

Much Ado
About McAdoo
by Kathy Donohue
Richard B. McAdoo is not a center for the
Buffalo Braves. He is Colby's 1974 Woodrow
Wilson Senior Fellow. He is currently a vicepresident and director of the Trade Division at
Houghton-Mifflin Company. He is a writer
himself, he is a conservationist and he is a man
who is tremendously successful at his profession-the publishing industry.
Mr. McAdoo is a 1942 graduate of Harvard
University and also studied at Columbia
University and the University of Virginia.
He has experience in nearly every facet of the
publishing industry. . From 1946 - 1968 he
was with Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.
before coming to Houghton Mifflin Co.
in 1969.
The Woodrow V/Jlson National Fellowship
Foundation placed Mr . MqAdoo at Colby.
The Foundation draws representatives
from businesses, industry , public affairs,
professions of every sort and places them on
college campuses as visiting professors.
Mr. McAdoo will be at Colby from October 711; and while on campus his contact will be
Professor Weissberg of the Government Dept.
If you have an interest in his industry, you
should make a point to get in touch with
him.
On Thursday, October 10, Mr. McAdoo will
lecture : 8 pm in Dunn Lounge on "Writers
and Books - Who Needs Them!'

You might recognize him if he were to pass
you on the way to Lovej oy or to Dana. You may
not even be aware that he's around but he's
here. Who is he? His name is Father Normand
Gagnon, the new man for Newman.
For any one who has gone to the Catholic sermight
vice this past weekend, the first thing that
impress you about this person is the fact that he
is very informal/ . He doesn't wear the tradit ional
collar of a priest and the structure of the services
isn't the same as it is in a church outside of the
Colby grounds. Yet , he is an easygoing person
and new to the Colby community.
I had a chance to talk with Father Norm as he
likes to be called this past Sunday. The conversation didn't deal with the pressing issues of the
day and we really didn 't talk about religion that
much. What we talked about was Colby and
about him.
Raised in Lowell, Mass.. he claims not to like the
big cities. He went to a junior college here in
Maine and to a seminary in Natick, Mass. He
has done retreat work in Long Island , New York
and also in Natick. He worked in a parish in
upstate New York last year before coming to the
Waterville area.
The one thing he stresses is team work. One of
the reasons he did not like the parish work he did
last year was because there wasn't any team work
within the community. He believes that the only
way things are accomplished is by working as a
team. He wants to work with the Colby students
and with the students of Thomas and Unity. He
likes working with the college age students because he claims they have some motivation to
accomplish what they set out to do.
Father Norm likes to work with people. He
claims to have a certain shyness but he is not
afraid to make friends or for that matter meet
people. He wants to work with the students and
. the communitie s with the idea that they are
first human beings. At the end of the service on
Sunday he said that this is 'your community ' and
this is the way he intends to work. He wants to
put as much of the student in the service as lie can
and he wants to help the student help himself
in spiritual growth. As far as his work with Newman , he wants to learn as much as he can about the
organization and then continue along the same lines as
Newman has done through the last couple of years.
He said that he didn 't come here to change the way
things have been within the Newman community.
continued on page 6

Tap as
and
Tascas
by Susan Staples
JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD
Junior year abroad offers students time to pursue
a foreign language, investigate the major art museums of Europe, absorb as much culture as possible and perhaps most memorable, a chance to
wine and dine, even on the frugalist of budgets,
on a level unequaled in the United States. There
is no better European capital than Madrid in which
to revel in epicurian delights at very moderate
prices. So save your diet of bread and cheese for
France and Germany and explore the fine" restaurants of Madrid. Whether you wish to sample
Spain's finest or go the international route from
Mexican to Chinese anything in dining is possible in Madrid .
Last semester I was fortunate enough to study
in Madrid and as for any good madrileno, eating
soon became the central focus of the day. The
Spanish eat a huge meal both at 2 pm ( which
is still followed by the traditional siesta ) and
another large meal, though not quite as substantial
as the first, again at 10:30 pm. The period between meals is not quite as long as it would appear , for at 7:30 people begin to fill the streets
after work in search of tapas at their favorite
tascas. The two T's of madrileno life the tapa
(a variety of snack ) and tasca ( tavern ) provide an incredible source of social interaction
for natives and foreigners alike, and for the
latter offers also a unique opportinity to sample
delicacies and wines at some of the cheapest
prices in Europe. A well stocked tasca sells
small glasses of tinto ( red wine) or bianco
( white wine ) at 8/c per glass and the bar is
lines with small serving dishes of fried squid ,
shrimp, fried fish , olives, potato chips, ensaladsa
rusa ( potato salad with peas and carrots ),
kidney s t mushrooms, serrano and york ham ,
breads, and hot soups and broths just to mention a few. A complimentary dish chosen by
the waiter alway s accompianies the first glass
of wine and succeeding individual portions can
be bought for 20 cents to 50 cents depending
on the item. In Madrid the principle tasca sections of town center around the Plaza Mayor in
Old Madrid off Sol where Las Cuevas ( the caves)

Israel Today
SARAH ROSENBURG
It has been only one year since the upheaval in
the Middle East andmuch of the shock of last
October has been forgotten , particularly here
in the United. States. Life in Israel has basica lly ret urne d to norma l, with many new faces
in the stores and offices filling the vacancies
left by those still or again serving in the reserves,
or by those who wilt never return. Practically
every inhabitant of Israel was struck personally
by the war, lost a relative or a friend, One
young man is observing this annivcrsay and living
with the loss of nine of his friends and his cousin
It's not an unusual occurence. How about the
American family who immigrated to Israel
f ive y ears ago, and who's on ly son fe ll on
the first day of fighting in the Golan Heights?
His parents made the decision to bring him
there, ot h erw ise he 'd still be alive today and
probably somewhere on an American college
campus ju st like us.
Small examples, but painful ones. Multiply that
suffering by the 1,500 w h o f ell in that war

attract tourists and natives alike, and the stu dent
district along Calle Princesa where the ;prices - run
a little cheaper . The idea is to travel from one tasca
to another sampling the tapas for which they ate
noted along with the inevitable glass of wine. This
custom fills the gap nicely before the 10:30 meal
and is a great way to occupy a Sunday afternoon
after bargaining at the Fastro ( flea market ) during the morning.
If full course meals are your desire , 100 pesetas
or $1.75 will buy soup, salad, bread , half a chicken,
french fries, pastry, and a pitcher of Sangria.at any
of the restaurants located on Calle Ventura de la
Vega near Sol. For paella that delicious mixture of hot
rice, vegetables, and meat or seafood go on Tuesday or
Saturday. My favorite restaurant on this street made

Wales
Tales

Have you ever considered spending a junior
year abroad with five fair maidens from Colby
College? Believe me it's worth the flight across
the Atlantic.
My sophomore year I was bit by a bug called
Wanderlust. Wanderlust is an unshakeable
disease that strikes many, especially young
coHegiates. The disease is manifested by
curiousity of the unknown. So the Mona Lisa
famous by Europe on Five and Ten Dollars A Day
smile is a put on? How could Galileo have
is II Sanctuario which has been frequented by many
suspended his pendulum from a straight tower
a Colby student in recent years. Remember unless
of Pisa? Is German brew as good as the British ?
you specify 'natural' water you will be charged for
And most important are the people "over there"
bottled water with or without gas which is as expen
as human as Americans? The panacea' growing
sive as soft drinks and nearly twice the cost of a beer
in repute which I can earnestly recommend is
or wine. Pagassari on Calle de Barca &
Junior Year Abroad , i and the above hinted at
or wine. Pagassari on Calle de Barca 7 is another
maidens were united in a harmony of academics,
good chioce for the limited budget.
merriment, and adventures at the University
If you wish to splurge or your parents happen
College of Swansea, Wales.
to be visiting , go to Casa Paco's across from Botin's
Last fall about this time 1 was approaching
at the Arch of Cuchilleros. Steak is hard to find in
Swansea, Wales by train. I viewed along the way
Spain, but Paco specializes in it. The prices are high
steel mills, foundaries, and numerous unsightly
but not near Botin 's where you pay not only for good
industries. After pulling into Swansea G eneral,
food but for the Hemmingway atmosphere.
I felt uncertain ; where are those tranquil rolling
As a general rule avoid American style cafeterias. They
hills of Wales tha t I had envisioned? First imtend to be expensive, serve poor food and have only one
pressions can be dangerous to one s morale.
redeeming factor: menus in English, A notable exception
After a two mile jaunt from the train depot , I
is the cafeteria at Woolworth's where you can get a great club was confronted with an entirely
different coun
club sandwhich. Any tourist agency will provide
tryside. Lush vegetation, flower gardens ,
you with a list of fine Italian, German , Swiss, Chinese
even palm trees encircled a modern university.
and Mexican restaurants. If nothin g else, eating
Could this be my new Colby? Yes, a four lane
in Madrid is international in nature.
motorway separated the university buildings
Now if you get to feeling homesick or patriotic
from a mile long stretch of sandy beach.
and desire a realAmerican style hamburger or are dying
A twenty minute bus ride took you out on the
to speak English, there are three solutions. The
Gower peninsula, a national wildlife preserve
noted for its jagged coastline and sheer cliffs
closest Mac Donald' s is Paris ( one is coming to Barcelona
topped by grazing land. Being a Mainer , 1
but Madrid is the home of Hollywood's Metro Quevedo )
had feared that the granite coast would be an
where huge hamburger specials and milkshakes preopportunity cost foregone for the year, but
dominate among movie posters and the comforting
happily not so.
sound of America's Top Forty . A meal at Hollywood's will
The academics were as inviting as the environcost 2 to 3 dollars so if you want a slightly smaller
ment. The educational system was centered
burger at a dollar try Knights and Squires off Avenida
around
tutorials, a brilliant British device to
Generalisimo near Helen's Pastry Shop which specializes
assess student's worth. (The key is to have a
in hot apple pie. If speaking English as well as a good
good tutor.) Once a week I would prepare an
meal is what you wish, the c afeteria at the Prado Museam
essay on economics, presented for evaluation
has plenty of both. It is a great place to meet people but
in advance of the tutorial system. At the
unfortunately closes at 5 pm.
tutorial another student and I had our minds
The Harvard Student Agencies guide Let's Go:
picked. Having your mind picked with a chance
Europe advises the traveler to take his stomach as
well as his mind on tour. This is ind eed sound advice
rebuttal 1 found much more humane than a
especially if you make it to Madrid . With Alka-Seltzer
Colby hourly.
and a spirit of adventure , cultural expansion mentally and unfortunately physically will soon be yours.
In curing wanderlust , the foremost attraction
of British universities is the holiday period.
We Colby folk in Britain enj oyed two never
and wonder why that nation still stands. It
ending vacations; a full month at Christmas
has been one whole year and how much closer
and another month's rest at Easter. And vacation
is Israel to a lasting peace? How much farther
we did ! Our small Colby contingent alone
away is the threat of another war, with
jour neyed as far as Egypt and Russia, an d as
bigger and deadlier weapons? When national
near as Ireland and the Netherlands. The
leaders forget about each life, and see the
travel opportunity is unquestionably a must
losses as numbers, as percentages, then that
for junior year abroad,
simple goal of peace will never be reached.
Peace-to us in America , the word alone is such
What about expenses? Believe it or not, jun ior
a cliche, from the era of Viet Nam , w h ere it came
year abroa d is a money saverl Room , board ,
to mean some kind of young and radical slogan
tuition , return fligh t cost $1400. (At the ,
t ime
like "get out of South East Asia now!" But
youth fare was in effect) . Dver and above that
try and release yourself from upper class inamount on e can trave l t o one 's heart's content.
tellectualism , and look at an area of the world
where every person works and has worked
Need ono say more to entice you into a wolldirectly with the earth , and where it is red eserved y ear a broad ? S tart dreaming now of
membered that the basis of life is life, and all
castles in Edinburgh , flamenco dances in
itscomponents: the sun and rain , and the
Madrid , or skiing on tho Alps. You might Just
absence of senseless violence. It is very unend up going to the Junior Year Abroad Committee
fortunate that the educated elite of one of the
an d getting the scoop about the opportunities.
stron gest nat i ons of t h e w or ld, those that will
But feel free to talk to wy of us Swansea
be shaping its future , will never un d erstan d
alumni, The afore-mentioned maidens who
even a part of t h e rea lit y of t h e insan it y of
could inspire you into a decision of junior yenr
war. But they will, nevert heless, b e forever
abroad ore : Cindy Hodden , Beth Mailhot ,
dealing with it , always in abstractions. An
Karen Michnsr, Katie Ruoff , and .Deb orah
abstraction can never replace a life.
Vose.
.
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I^ cof fIF !Comes Alive
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We're looking to broaden somewhat this year .
Isj
[la
Since the Coffee House has a decent amount of
(jly
space and maybe a little more atmosphere than
Given Auditorium, we'd like to co-operate with JE!]
anyone on campus who needs the space or has an [j|
idea for it. We've got sizeable funds this year, so| |[
fip
we can also cooperate financially , to a degree.
There are innumerable possibilities-poetry,
|a]
drama, record nights, little whatevers during the fi|j ]
week aud in the af ternoons even-arid we'd like to raj
start i-lanning soon, so please get in touch with us ra]
if you have any thoughts that might help. And
raj
b
there will be some redecorating going on, too.
We'll probably open next on the weekend of
=j
October 11& 12~watch for new posters. Folks
) =:
Hi
to contact if you're interested :
\=

Poets
in
Residence
New Y ork City breeds violence, charismatic
politicians, awkward skyscrapers, and an ocI casional poet. Colby is fortunate to have two
of those "occasions" in residence for the 1975
academic year. Ken McClane, 23 and a recent
recipient of an M.A.degree from Cornell
University, is from Harlem. Ray Neinstein also
grew up in the City but moved to Berkeley
during the 'Radical Chic' movement of the midsixties.
Life is fascination and fascination is the source
from which a writer draws his energy. Not a
direct quote, but one tha t Ken firmly belives
in . He holds a curious combination of re spect
and amazement for life's intricacies. Perhaps it
is tha t combination that produces in him the
insatiable desire to know more about a particular thing and when he discovers a thin g he .
writes it. His poems possess a maturity unusual
in a man so young; but always there is the child's
fascination which sees even the ordinary as a
new and unique thing. I could have pried into
this man 's mind for hours longer than the
short cup of coffee we shared permitted. He is
eager for new ideas and equally anxious to
share his knowledge. I went to him osten sible
to ask him of his hobbies and other trivia.
Instead we talked of writing and the drive which
possesses people to learn more even though
the poem or book has been completed, lt
would be well worth anyone 's time to sit in
i on one of Ken Mc Clane's classes.
Ray Neinstein spent his college years at Berkeley
during the times of Ken Kesay and the peaceful , f lowery backlash to the inexplica ble vioI lence of Vietnam. Haight-Ashbury was a foreign country to the junkies who exist there now .
Ray was idealistically caught up in this alluring
movement which Tom Wolfe captioned as
'Radical Chic' He demonstrated , marched ,
and did just about everything else a kid would
have in those years. He moved from job to
j ob, studying, writing, and trying to find maybe
a niche to settle in. I don 't think Ray would
call i t a niche but it must be something to
not have watched television ,America's anasthctic , for a decade, nor to have entered a
McDonald 's hamburger join t. Ray says he is
out of touch by. choice, For him there is no
time topursue such things; he would rather
write, It may not be as noticeable, b ut h e too
hold s the artist's curiosity for the ordinary
and unusual alike.
¦
These new professors are open and refreshing
nnd students would do well to sign up for
the ir classes. Our celebrated faculty would do
welj to take a lesson in rejuvenation fro m these
Gentlemen. Their inquisitiveness is contagious.
And if anyone wishes to find out what typo
of music they like or whether thoy like to
ride bikes or whatever-good luck! This reporter
went to take notes and would up writing purely
from gut reaction.
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Andrea Katz, ext 530
Karen Gustafson , ext 573

kitchen, baking
and waitressing
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Gloria Payne, ext 518

publicity
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Pam Simpkins, 873-2281

redecorating
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Cindy Genta , 873-2281
Dan Alexander
Steve Shafarman

anything else
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Wilkinson
Takes Sword
to Nixo n

"Nixonry lives on without Nixon through the
pressure
of senators Ruska and McLellan ".
'
Frank Wilkinson pointed out to members of the
Waterville and Colby communities and the
Kennebec Valley Civil Liberties Union (KVCLU)
on Tuesday night. He explained , in a powerful
and often horrifying talk , the bill of former
President Nixon and former Attorney General
John MitcheU which was presented to Congress
in the spring of 1973 as a radical revision of
the Criminal Code. It includes many sections
with positions contra ry to the advice given
by a bi-partisa n task force formed to study jus t
such a revision of the Criminal Code Laws.
Ruska and McLellan are perhaps well on their
way toward quietly passing through the Senate
a bill including such increases in governmental
power as restoration of the Smith Act makin g
it a major crime to be involved in no more
than advocacy of subversive andother
unorthodox ideas , tremendously increasing the
use of wiretaps without court authorization ,
greatly increasing the use of no-knock laws and
other points such as making possession of
mariju ana a federal offense. Wilkinson is
in the midst of a series of engagements through
out the country totalling fourty-five days and
well over two hundred talks hopefully before
the November elections, speaking generally on
the importance of obstructing passage of this
bill, of other activities of his organization, the
national Committee Against Repressive Legislation of which he is Executive Director, and
especially of the importance of joining the
America n Civil Liberties Union. A detailed
and importantly a factual examination by
Wilkinson of this bill , No. S1400, can be obtained from

Who's new in Eustis? Janice Seitzinger is
new. She's the acting Assistant Dean of
Students. Long title notwithstanding
Ms. Seitzinger is no desk-dumb slouch
but a bouncy attractive individual who
came into a job with a tough problem.
Her main responsibility is residential life and
housing - an area which this year found 504
freshman in a class whose target number was
470. The problem was solved through studen t
cooperation , B&G's help, parent cooperation
and ingenuity. (Who would have thought
footba ll bleachers would make perfect
beds?) Ms. Seitzinger 'is an easy person to
cooperate with and her friendlyconcern
for students is real-founded through experience and understanding. She is a 1969
cum laude graduate of the State University of
New York at Stony Brook ( a French and
Education major) She received her M .A.
from Boston College (French Literature) .
in 1971 and worked there as assistant
director of housing fro m 1971 - 1973.
Her husband , Michael , is a former Liberal Artisa n himself, a grad uate of Hamilton
College and Boston College Law School.
He is an Assistant Attorney General for the
State of Maine. Com ing to Augusta in 1973,
Ms. Seitzinger worked one year at the
University of Maine, Augusta, as assistant
director of Financial Aid before coming
to Colby.

Are You Secure ?
The Campus Security Force at Colby is ded
icated to keeping you safe-if you feel for any
reason that a Securi ty Off icer should be on the
scene, dial 347 (a priority extension which will
bring immediate security Sid where you requested')
Colby is fortunate tha t its security are lightweight
in comparison to security measure s which other
colleges and universities have been forced to
invole for student safety. Locked and manned
campus gate entraces, TV monitor systems, student patrols , 24-hour escort services and even
contracts with Local Law Enforcement agencies
are all examples of security measures other campuses
have been forced to take.
At Colby, the six man force is headed by Chief
Stanley Crowell
Under his direction , Colby
has found its way to the bottom of the nation.s
campus crime index .
Crowell's methods are professionally thorough ,
modern in keeping with the movement toward s
preventive security and perhaps most important
he is willing to understand a student's position
(as many who have been down to argue a parking
ticket will attest.) Crowell and his force make
sure that every incident on every shift is reported
accurately and in detail. From each man 's individual
reports, Crowell makes up his own and finally
the incident is recorded (with action taken noted)
on a file card and placed in file for later reference
if necessary,

New England Committee Against Repressive
Legislation
P' O' Box 31
Cambridge, Mass. 02140

More important though than anything Chief
Crowell and his crew can do is what you do,
"You can do more for yourself than any security
can ," Crowell emphasized. Locking your door at
all times may seem a useless exercise but it. 11
seem a whole lot less useless if you 're ripped off.
Most important , however, if you see anything
sus pi c iou s or unusua l , do something about it.
Either question the person(s) involved or call
Security (347).

A more complet account of Wilkinson 's talk
and the act ivities of KVCLU in general will
appear in future isues of the Echo.

Security tries to prevent problems from occurring.
If there is a problem , they can help—if they know
about it. It's u p to you to let them know.

by Martin Hubbe
OUTING CLUB NEWS
The football team was not the only active
campus organization the week before school
began. No , even though no one else was on
campus, a small contingent from the Outing
Club assembled at Cloud Pond , which is east
Of Monson , which is north of Waterville, Maine.
Seven in all , we spent the week struggling
gamely with axes and boulders, making splitlog bridge s and covering up muddy sections of
the Appala chian Trail. A week of hard labor
without pay ?, Sure sounds like j ail, doesn 't it?
A hiker who met us working along the trail
asked us, "Who roped you into this anyway?"
His question was met by silence and about
seven grins.
I guess there is a natural inclination , especially
after the confinement of a summer job , toward
a simpler and more natural life among beautiful scenery. The Outing Club is fortunate to
have trusteeship of the Barren-Chairback section
of the Appalachian Trail , an area of unsurpassed
scenery. The ten-mile-long ridge is forested
with alpine fir, some of which has never been
cut. The trail crosses Barren Ledge and Monument Cliffs which afford panoramic views
west and east. The trail, which is often covered
by dry needles fro m the fir trees, winds over
five peaks along the ridge and down into the
colls between. Below the peaks, the trail passes through alder and grey birch . In the middle
of the Colby section is the finest example of a
sphagnum bog oi the entire trail. But there
are also parts of the trail which are being washed
away and trampled into mud by the many hikers
who are discovering the trail these days. Where
sphagnum covers the walking surface the walking
surface has turned brown or disappeared entirely.
In an effort to save the trail, we built 42 log bridges
and hauled innumerable flat rock s to make steps
in the mud. We hope that the moss will grow
back and that soggy boots from Springer Mountain , Georgia , and tired blistered feet from Katahdin to the north have a respite from their usual
muddy fare and a chance to dry off.
By the way, there will more work to do on the
trail during the year. We'd hope that a few
freshmen who aren't too easily discouraged by
the cold and wet would come to love
the trail as we do.

Newma n
continued from Page 3
Father Norm expects to gain some personal growth
from his experience here in the Newman community .
He has traveled around other campuses before and sees
a difference between students in so far as religion is
concerned. The differences he says are due to the students themselves and the priests who work with them.
He likes the attitude of the students here at Colby.
Father Norm is a person who wants to do a good job.
He is serious about his work but at the same tim e, he
wants to work within the community, not above it.
Yes, he is new here at Colby and he may not stay for
_ ten years or even five but he will help Newman grow
and at the same time help the students grow.

the Student Activities Fair two weeks ago
had one of its biggest turnouts in years.
Here members of the Sailing Club talk to
prospective members.

Overanxious Seniors
Conside r This
Once again this year the Thomas 3, Watson
Fellowship Program is bein g offered to Colby
seniors . The fellowship provides a grant of
$7 ,000 to sin gle students and $9,500 to
married students who are travelling with their
spouses . The grant enables the recipient to
pursue a particular field of study . The
program has been in existence for six years ,
Colby has participated 'since 1970 , during
which time it has sent eight winners to
various parts of the world .
All Colby seniors are eligblc to seek theCollegc's
nominations? Four nominations ate submitted*
annually from Colby ; the nominees compete with
students from 34 colleges and universities , All
four or none could receive grants ,
The Watson Foundation is looking for
creative , humane , serious a pp licants , who have
deflnte ideas about where they want to go and

what they will study . As might be expected
students who have nothing but vague plans of
wandering wealthily through some exotic
country will not stand much of a chance .
Usually projects involve research in a field
which the applicant has had some experience
in although this is not a necessity . The time
limit should be considered when ; planning
projects, so that the work can be accomplished within one year.
Interested seniors should present a carefully w orked out proposal along with at
least two letters of recommendation to
Mr. Bassett , who is the Watson Foundation Liaison Officer, in the English Dcpt..
Proposed projects must be turned in by October
15. The Graduate Scholarship Committee will
interview selected applicants in sessions scheduled
for the last two weeks in October. Colby's nominations will be announced by November 1 of this
year.

Wink Splits

j
New AD AAcGel
Talk s Footba lli

director
John Winkin , who served as athletic
and varsity baseball coach announced his
past
resignation from his duties at Colby this
summer after twenty years of dedicated
service. Mr. Winkin is now varsity baseball
coach at U. Maine, Orono and also serves as
athletic
the Administrative assistant to the
director at that school.
Mr. Wirtkin carries a prestigious record to his
new school. He was President of the ECAC;
President of the National Association of
Collegiate Athletic Directors; won Coach of the
Year College level; won District 1 Colle ge coach
of the year and now serves as Chairman of the
College World Series and Chairman of Continuing
Educational Program for Athletic Directors, which
is a great honor.
Mr. Winkin's first love, however , is baseball
and that is the main reason why get left Colby.
He did all he could on the ECAC level and
naturally wanted to compete at the NCAA
level. U' Maine at Orono incidentally has a
very good baseball program. They play sixteen
fall gam es, have an extensive Florida trip and
carry a 22 game schedule in the spring. All
of us at Colby wish him the best of luck in
his new position and thank him for w hat he
did for colby.
Replacing Winkins as head football coach ,
Richard McGee has become the acting
athletic director at Colby,'a job which he
aspires to keep. I recently talked to Coach
McGee about the 1974 football team , a team which
he feels should definitely improve on last year's
1-7 record . McGee knpws that Colby was a
better team than last year's record indicated.
However , in experience hurt the Mules last
year and still plagues them this year. Nineteen
lettermen are returning this year including nine
starters on defense.
The M ules will employ a new wing T offense
this year to try and achieve a better balanced
offense Coach McGee felt that the M ules
had to switch offenses because superstar Peter
i
Gorniewicz has no one to block for him this
year. Gorniewicz. who holds the all time rushing
record in the New England College Division, will
be moved from tailback to fullback this year
in hope of acquiring a more balanced offense.
Directing the offense this year will be Jim Hayes.
•

Hayes showed steady improvement last year
and Coach McGee feels the junior quarterback
is more capable and confident this year. Hayes
will be throwing to surehanded C'J' Bennett ,
who does not possess great speed , but runs fine
pass patterns. Rounding out the backfield are
two freshmen , Tim Porter and Mark Higgins
who will start at wingback and tailback respectively.
The success of the tea m however wiltdepend on
the defense. Nine starters return this year on
defense led by linebacker Hank Newman and
co-captain defensive back Kevin Mayo. McGee
cites Newman as the key to the defense , lie
will provide the leadership which will be needed
to win. Thus, if they can play inspired football
this year, Colby could conceivably have a winning
record
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Action And
Involvement
Through
PIRG

So much for the theory. This year the PIRG State
Board has decided to concentrate on four major
areas . They are:
1. M onitoring the Maine Department of Environm ental Protection and their parformance
concerning water pollution and effluent discharge permits. •
¦2. Examining the Environmental Imoact Statement
of the proposed extension of 1-95 ,the Westbrook
Arterial.
3. Sex discrimination studies, including credit and
job survers .
4. Continuing a taxation study. A consumer handbook has been written, and is to he followed up
with investigations into various inequities.

Do any of you out there suspect that Colby is akin
to the proverbial 'ivory tower,' and that all you are
going to do for four years is read books and write
papers? If you do , you might check out the Maine
Public Interest Research Group, popularly known as
PIRG . PIRG'S goal is to engage in research , l obbyin g
and legal action aimed at socialchange and the protection of the public interest. This entails
selecthig issues where the public interest is neglected , presenting reasonable alternatives and making
recommendations to Maine's government and citizens. After a very successful first year , with accom plishments which include guaranteeing voting rights
of students ,providing informatin on no-fault insurance and exposing fraudulent practices of
banks, Maine PIRG is beginning its second full
year of operation with a membership of Colby,
College of the Atlantic, and the University of Maine
systems.

20 Years AGO
Enthusiasm was running high for the school athletic teams, which at that time were being called the
Colby White Mules. Freshmen who had not yet become acquainted with Waterville were advised which
businesses downtown were the best ones to frequent. .
For movies, there was the Haines Theater near the
Post Office, the State on Silver Street , and the Opera
House where "you can catch up on your old favorites
and cowboy pictures, and where you can find entertainment when your funds are low-where else can
you get two features for 35 cents? " Pubbing was
nonexistent-the most popular eating and drinking
establishments were the Parks' Diner on Main
Street and for pizza , the Ritz on College Avenue.

Ever wond er what Colby was like years ago?
For those who have an interest in the past ,
here are a few tidbits taken from old issues of the
Echo.
%¥eaw AGO_
John Hammond and the J. Geils Band presented a
concert at ,Wadsworth Gymnasium, the first rock
concert of that academic year. The football team
suffered a 24-3 defeat at the hands of the Coast
Guard. And due to a housing shortage , men transfer
students were being housed in several of the fraternity houses. Out of the eight who were housed in the
DKE house, Dean Smith said that six had asked to
be moved out.
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mor e tha n a fine restaurant

S* f w ' ! U'.t AVENUE / W A T E R V I L L E

DIRECT FILM
Elm Plaza
Any questions, stop in and
see Bob Lyon
Tel: 872-2570

RENY'S SHELL
Servin g the Colby

Commun ity
Diagnos tic tune-ups
Anti-Free zef Snow Tires
$14.95
Tel. 872-2010
ELM STREET

Other PIRG activities 1974-1975 are :
1. Several Jan Plans will be offered in the State Legislature in Augusta , including a study of the Executive
Council and research and lobbying on specific bills.
2. PIRG has decided to open its facilities (office, files,
and staff) as educational reosurces to students working
on non-PIRG related matters.
3. Voting registration informaiton for students will be
available at Colby in a short tim e.

of these activities, would like to
Another area of major concentration will soon be picked ; If you are interested in any
utilize PIRG's educational resources, or if you have any
the PIRG staff Two possibilities are an energy study
questions, please come and talk to a member of the PIRG
and a study of the rate structure of utilities and of their
local bourd . The Colby board meets every Wed nesday
regulation by the Public Utilitie s Commission.
at 12:30 in the Coburn lounge of Mary Low Dining
Hall. We can answer questions and set up a metting with a
If you are interested in PIRG, but you don 't think you
member of the PIRG professional staff (of which there
have the time to invest in a large group research project ,
are three: and Executive Director-Attorney, a Research
you m ight consider working for a 'cookbook' project.
Director, and an Office Manager). If you have a course in
Cookbook project s are designed towards collecting data
Sociology, Government , Biology, Chemistry, Economics,
throughout the state and then producing a consumer
Business or Environmental Studies, or just the interest of a
handbook. The student is given a questionnaire (to he
concerned citizen, look us up. PIRG is an exicint way for
followed like a recipe, hence the name cookbook) and
making your work at Colby end up somewhere other
is asked to do the research, in our first year, several
than
on the shelf or in the wastebasket.
cookbook projects were verv successful, including a

Echoes From
th e Past

Complete Photo Finishing
Service

survey of banks that found that 44 banks in Main e were
violating truth-in-lending laws. Cookbooks for this
semester include a funera l home survey, a poison prevention handbook , and a drug cost survey (generic vs.
brand name).

i

60 Years AGO
In accordance with the old custom, "Bloody
Monday " was celebrated in its traditional
manner. From early morning when the freshmen were informed that the Sophomores would
descend into their camp, the freshmen were
restless.
The Sophomores met at the Chapel at 11 pm
and proceeded to gather together all the
freshmen on campus and march down to the
gym, where the unwitting freshmen were put
through a line of stunts which lasted about
two hours.

MAINE 0<W) '

COLBY SPECIALS
Shre 1932

i .,

35 Years AGO
The cornerstone was laid on Septem ber 29 for
Miller Library, and landscaping was beginning
in the area where the chapel would eventually be.
Aristotle, the Colby white mule mascot, was
being kept away from all sporting events because its caretaker ov«r the summer had not
been paid $50 for his food bill. Students
were undertaking a tag sale to raise the money.
Members of the freshmen class suggested in
a letter to the Editor -that the fraternity rushing
be extended over the entire first semester
insteadI,- of the first three weeks of the first
semester.

ATKI NS CO.
IS MOVING

WATERVIL LE
TRAVEL
SERVICE

Take adv anta ge of
our many photo graphic
s pecials

183 Main Street
announce their Free
Campus Travel Service

ALSO

for air , shi p ond train
Reservation! and Tickets
Make your Christmas

reservation s now.
CALL STEVE TA1T X360

NEW

Minolta XK Advan ced Sys .
Chemicals , Dark room Equip.
Service
Cameras — Typewrit ers
Now — 34 Main St.
Soon — 155 Main St.

Netwo men
Lose to Bates

by Ictus Whupu & Maimg Chaludian
Well, sports fans, another week has come and gone
for the women's tennis team. The team ran up
against the Brutes from Bates on September 24,
and came out on the short side, dropping a heartbreaker 0-5. Players attributed the loss to the bus
ride, as the girls did everything they possibly could
to prevent passing out from the toxic gas fumes
that poured into the rear section of the vehicle.
Crowd noise was also said to be a factor.
Playing first singles, Karen Huebsch lost a close one,
6-7, 6-2, 3-6. Karen didn't mind too much though,
as the Bates soccer team all noticed her sexy wiggle.
The second singles contest was another "close but
no cigar" match, as "Baby Face" Bev Vayhinger was
defeated 6-3, 5-7 1 -6 .. Carol Majdalany was upended
in the third singles position , 3-6, 3-6, as her court was
in such bad shape it resembled a construction site
for a new dorm. In doubles, Captain Lynnie Bruce
and Sally Janney were beaten 4-6, 4-6. The last
doubles match was an incredible one to watch, as
the Bates girls seemed to have forgotten their glasses
as they proceeded to make many dubious calls. But,
because Val Brown and Carolyn Frazier are such
good sports, they accepted defeat , 1-6, 2-6.
On Tuesday, Octoberl, Colby got it all together and
creamed Westbrook 5-0. Aft er an extended visit at
the Chez, the Shittons PR lady, otherwise known as
Janet McManama. graced the team with her presence
and walloped her opponent 6-0, 6-0. At second singles,
Bev Vayhinger came out on top 7-5, 6-3. Also playing
singles, Carolyn "Chirs Evert " Frazier won 6-1, 6-0.
At doubles, Maidli Perrin and Sally Janney identically
clad in those beautiful orange warm-up suits, won thenmatch 6-0, 6-1. Robin Reid and "The Lemon Yellow
Kid ," Terry Grassey, were victorious, 6-2, 6-3, to complete the whitewashing of Westbrook.
Captain Lynnie Bruce was beaming with excitement aft e
the match, as she made several comments ab out the
victory and the team in general. But because we keep
our promises, she won't be quoted in this issue. . Wait
until next week , Lynnie!!
The next match is October 3, at Orono, followed by an
early morning contest with UMPI on October 12.

The Colby soccer team opened its season in
Worcester Saturday, September 21, playing
Clark University to a 2-2 tie. The Mules
weren't too impressive in the first half, while
they tried to get acclimated to the pouring
rain and slippery conditions. Only a couple
of acrobatic saves by sophomore goalie Jeff
Sanderson, and defensive work by Brian Kiely
and Scott Smith kept the game scoreless for
most of the first half.
With only two minutes left in the half , Clark
was awarded a penalty shot when Smith
violated one of the Cougars' linemen. The
shot was just past the diving Sanderson's
fingertip s, and Colby trailed at halftime,
1-0.
John Harris tied the game for Colby with only

Soccer Suff ers But Comes Back
was worried about getting wet any more.
The defense , with sophomore Chad Dixon
playing sweeper (a position he'd never
played before) and support from Mike Martin
and Paul Pape , kept the ball in the Clark
zone for the rest of the game. From that
point, halfbacks John Pace and All Maine
selection Peter Carman started to strut their
stuff , handling the ball and feeding the front
linemen. At the 37 minute mark , Doug Giron,
a skinny freshman from Newton , Mass., got
loose on a breakaway, and lofted a soft , arching
shot over the Clark goalie's hands and into
the corner. With the score tied , Colby kept
up the assault , but time ran out before another
goal could be scored.
In all, the showing wasn't a bad one, for the
Mules went into the game with only five days'
practice. The outlook is pretty bright for
the Mule hooters this year , with a deep, well
rounded team of youngsters as well as seasoned
veterans.
Well , by the end of this week, the two most

FAMILY BOOKSTORE
Downstairs. All books l () c/c off

with Thanksgiving & X-ma s
j ust around the corner ,
cal! now for reservat ion.

BBC'S

V2 Silver St.

ALL NEW RELEASES
Come down and
ASK about our
Special sale
Record s

J MliI/jS

Ca tering to the College Crowd
Blue Grass Musjc
CHRIS PRICKETT AND THE VALLEY BOYS
One of the Best Assortments of Drinks in Town
\9Vt Temple Street
7:00 *.m. -l :00 a.m.
INFORMAL ATMOSPHERl

GOOD FOOD

CONCOURSE

Food — Beer — Pizza
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important people on the Colby soccer team
might just be Carl Nelson and Doctor Dore.
The Mules have been taking some physical
beatings in recent games, and this, coupled
with some fluke injuries , has cost them the use
of at least six players.
Last Wednesday, the Colby hooters played
Bowdoin, without the services of Doug Giron,
a freshman front lineman , who broke his arm
the day before the game. Then, about ten minutes
into the game , Senior George Bourikas caught
a ball squarely in the eye, suffering possible
retina damage If this is proven true through
tests, Bourikas will be lost for the season.
Despite this, the Mules played Bowdoin even
for most of the game, and except for a Bowdoin
penalty shot halfway through the second half ,
the game would have ended a tie. The defense
of Paul Pape and Jamie Stubner , along with
a few nice saves by Jeff Sanderson , kept Colby
in the game. Once again , the Mules' scoring
punch was not there , and they came up on the
short end of a 1-0 score.
continued on page 9

DAYS TRAVEL
BUREAU

DeOrs ey's

three minutes gone in the second half, after
Colby was awarded a penalty shot on a
highly questionable shot
highly questionable call. The goal at the
outset of the second half was an indirect
result of a tactical move by second year
coach Ken M ukai, who switched to a
three-man-line in the second half, in hopes
of sparking the Mules' sputtering offense.
In the sixteenth minute, Clark scored
again, this time on a dribbler emanating from a large pileup in front of
the goal. Sanderson , pinned down
by a couple of Cougars, had no chance
on the play.
The last third of the game was all Colby,
as the passing started to work , and nobody

Imports Boutique

209 Main St.
Next to State Furniture

BARN $1000+

ORGANIZING SKI TRIPS THIS WINTER
SKI VERMONT FREE ALL SEASON
CALL 617-443-9922
¦
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New addition * io the iVenu:
l.asagna
Spaghetti
Lebanese cabbage rolls
Inportcd Winect Beer to go
Fi'tv? delivery on all orders over $5.
We n ow h ave Beer in Barre ls!
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There is no substitute for quality

872-7 767

Sun-Thurs 10 am • 12 am daily
Fri & Sat 10,am - 1 am

Fuzzball ers
Return to
Campus
by Phoenicia and Philamena Scalifarti
Hi there, sports fans. Phoenicia and Philamena here
reporting for Radio COLBY to bring you the latest
and greatest from the courts high atop Mayflower
Hill. Twenty new candidates have jo ined forces
with eight returning veterans from last year's 7-1
season to start off the 1974 season with a bang.
During the last six years, the Colby Women's
Tennis Team has compiled a record of 44-6-3, an
achievement that no other Colby team could
ever hope to equal.
Under the unfailing direction of Coach Marjor ie
Bither, the team is ready to conquer all the
opposing clubs. With a forecast of constant rain
and gale winds of up to 90 miles per hour (smallcraft warnings will be posted at the courts), the
girls have promised Coach Bither another highly
successful season.
Without the faithful support of our fellow Colby
students, we would never have been able to scale
such heights. What other team in Colby.s history
can boast of an SRO crowd at every match? It
must be the flourescent orange warm-u p suits,
right men?) Special thanks are in order to the
Waterville chapter of Hell.s Angels who never
fail to make their presence known at every match.
WATERVILLE-OAKLAND EXIT
FROM INT. 95

The troops are led by Captain Lynnie "Boom-Boom"
Bruce, and the oldies but goodies from last year
include the following: "Terry Terrific" Grassey,
Karen "Break My Racket, Much?" Huebsch,
"Swingin. Sal" Janney, Valerie "1 Heard It
Through the Grapevine" Jones, Carol "Madman" Majdalany, Janet "Motown Mamma"
McManama , and last but not least Beverly
"Baby-Face" Vayhinger. The newcomers to the
squad include the following girls: Valerie Brown,
Louise Butenas, Sharon Culf, Susie Inches,
Kathleen Keegan , Kathryn Marsh, Maidli Perrin,
Les Reap, Robin Reid , Margaret Slabi, and Madeline Theodore.
This year.s schedule is as follows: .

Tues.
Tues.
Fri.
Sat.
Tues.
Fri & Sat
Mon
Fri & Sat
Tues.

Sept 24
Colby at Bates
Oct 1
Westbrook at Colby
Oct 4
Colby at UMO
Oct 12
UMP1 at Colby
Oct 15
UMPG at Colby
Oct 18 & 19 New England Tourney at Yale
Oct 21.
Bowdoin at Colby
Oct 25 & 26 State Tourney at Orono
Oct 29 ' UNH at Colby

Best of luck to all the members of the team.
We hope to see you all at the first home match
of the 1974 season on Tuesday , October 1.
Remember to get there early-the best seats
go fa st!!

SOCCER
cont inued from Page 8
In beautiful Lowell, Mass., on Saturday, the
Mules got the breaks they've been sorely missing
and came out on top, 2-1. Playing without
Rob Spurdle , and with Scott Smith and Bill
Bruber hurting, things didn't look too optimistic
at the outset. The ball was in Colby 's end for
almost the whole first half, but then, with
about ten minutes left, Colby got its break.
A long lead pass from Rick Davis landed in
the Lowell penalty area , and, after some bumping
and pushing, a Lowell fullback kindly headed
the ball into his own net.
TheLowell goal came early in the second half ,
after the Mules lost the services of Jon Pace.
Pace, playing his usual steady game at fullback ,
had to leave the game after suffering a knee
injury . Sanderson had no chance on the goal,
the shot being a perfect one to the upper left
hand corner.
In the last quarter of the game, Peter Carman took
over, controlling most of the mid-field area.
With about fifteen minutes left to go, Carman
lofted a shot from about thirty-five yards, and
it nicked in under the crossbar as the Lowell
goalie dove headlong into the post.
So, after three games, the Mules are even at
1-1-1. They played Maine on Tuesday and are
away for parent 's weekend, in Boston this
time, to play a tough Babson team.

FOR RESERVATIONS
TEL. ZD7/ B73-3366

College Inn

4DO KENNEDY DRIVE
WATE RVILLE. MAINE 04901
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Guaranteed rriachine washable,100% cotton in a
wide range of colors. 44745" wide.

WatervtUe Motor Lod ge
320 KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
WATERVILLE, MAINE 04901

SPORTCORD PRINTS.

WATERVILLE OAKLAND EXIT ON TURNPIKE INT, OS

Prou d to be Your
Food Service

TED SHIRO'S

Mr.BIG
Telephone

873-0301

F EATURING DELICIOUS ROAST

BEEF SAND WICH ONL Y 89 c
SALAD BAR
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BIG WALE CORDS
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NO WALE CORDS.
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BACK TO SCHOOL SUITINGS
•PLAID & CHECK COORDINATES • KASHLANA " PLAIDS & SOLIDS
• BRUSHED PLAIDS
Plaids! Dressy Plaids! Plaids that coordinate with checks! Plaids j ust right for
Back to School and early fall sewing! They 're all MACHINE WASHABLE , 54"/56"
wide. Just right for d resses , suits and sportswear you 'll «nj oy all the fall season.
Sporty

VALUES TO $4.29 YD * SAVE TO $1.30 YD

Bee f an d Brew
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Aud ience
Eats up
Hot Tuna
Last night Wadsworth Gym was the scene of a fine
concert put on by Hot Tuna and the Chris Rhodes
Band. An enthusiastic crowd was on hand , one of
the largest audiences at a Colby concert in years!
Chris Rhodes, which upstaged the Rhinestones last
year to save that concert from being a complete bust,
played equally well last night. With a horde of
musicians filling the stage, the Boston-based band lit
up the audience with a repertoire which featured a
blend of original rock and j azz.
When Hot Tuna , the remains of the Jefferson Airplane, arrived on stage many people were dismayed
to see that its virtuoso violin player, Papa John
Creach, was not on hand. But the trio of Jorma
Kaukonen, Jack Casady, and Sammy Piazza played
a good two and a half hours of high intensity rock
which made one think about how extraordinary an
act they must be when Creach is with them. Hot
Tuna, which may have taken its name from the old
phrase in dj slang 'hot tuna ' whiich refers to good
music, came on looking very unlike the freaky survivors of the West Coast acid-rock scene of several
years back. Kaukonen and Casady have cut their hair
and thrown away the Nehru jackets, but for the
first half hour of the show it seemed that they were
continuing to wallow aimlessly through several good

featuring
PIZZAS - ITALIANS
DAGWOODS - GRINDERS

but uninspired songs whose only memorable characteristic : was loudness. Finally though, after responding to the ghastly shout s of 'Boogie' from several
crazed onlookers, they went through that mindless
ritual and picked up the pace of the show.
Kaukonen played superbly throughout the night, es
pecially on 'Seachild,' 'Water Song,' and 'New Song
for the Morning' as well as several songs from the
group's new album. It was unfortunate that he
did n't eveapickup an acoustic guitar during the
concert. His electric guitar work is cliched at
times, relying on loudness and screeching chords
where on acoustic his playing shows a great deal
more talent.
Jack Casady, perhaps in retaliation for having
seen his name spelled incorrectly on the posters advertising the concert, did not display quit e the amazing
talent that he does on the group's albums. Yet he
was superb. Never failing to provide a solid , interesting bass line, he is a master at using the bass to complement Kaukonen's lead work, at times sounding
like a lead himself.
All in all the concert was a good one. Next comes
Gary Burton and Keith Jarret later in the semester,
with a little luck.
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The Monmouth Theater group will be giving
one performance only, Sunday, October 6, at
8:00 pm in Given Auditorium. "The Food of
Love" is under the direction of Earl , McCarroll.
The revue consists of a series of excerpts from a
number of Shakespeare 's plays including-Henry V,
Twelfth Night, Midsummer Night.s Dream,
Romeo and Juliet, Taming of the Shrew, King
Richard III , Much Ado About Nothing, King
Lear, The Tempest, Hamlet, Othello, Sonnets
29, 116, 130 and 18. The performance will not
\
staging
require the use of
or lighting. The cast
includes John H. Fields, Lee McClelland
Peter Michael Webster and Jacqueline Yancey.
This is the second fall tour of the Monmouth
|
group, the previous one occuring in the fall of
|
1
1971. The present tour is made possible through
a grant from the Main State Commission on the
1
Arts and Humanities. The troupe will have
|
covered 8000 miles throughout the state when
1
the tour finally ends.
|
The Monmouth group has appeared before the
|
following during their present tour-University
I
of Maine at Augusta, Machias, Presque Isle;
1
Thomas and Westbrook Colleges, Unity College;
1
1
Camden, Waterville, Augusta , Mt. Desert, Bonnie
1
Eagle, Wiscasset High Schools; Loring Air Force
1
Base; and many more. Admission is $1.00.
1

Film Direction will present Jean Cocteau's
Beauty and The Beast Friday at 7:30 in Lovejoy
100. Cocteau , poet, illustrator, and filmmaker,
was a maj or figure in the European Avant-Garde
of the '30s and '40s. He created something of
an outrage with his first and best known film,
Boood of a Poet (1933), which at the time
was considered revolutionary. Beauty and the
Beast, his second film (1947)) utilizes incredible sets, costumes and photography to create
some fascinating imagery. However, it avoids
a heavy-handed intellectual approach which would

BEER ON TAP
AIR CONDITIONED
TABLE SERVICE
Call Ahtad iotJL pke- OutService

BERRY ' S

hardly suit an adaptation of a fairy tale. The
story involves a beautiful young maiden, an
elegantly terrifying beast-prince, gloomy forests,
enchanted castles, a mysterious rose, and a
happy ending. The New York Times called it
"a sensuously fascinating film...priceless, lyrical,
gorgeous."
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K ick
Sin ks
Locfefs
Waul Coleman
HVn opening 35-14 loss to powerhouse Middlebury preceded
m dramatic win before a Parents' Day crowd at New Lonffion Conn, where the Colby football team pulled out a
fftqueaker over a favored Coast Guard team , 7-6.
SThere was no scoring in the first two periods. But in the
isecond half the fireworks started. Starting on their own 23
ward line Colby drove 77 yards for a score. The drive was
highlighted with two passes on key third down situations
prom Jim Hayes to Rus Lodi and Mike Fletcher. Colby
¦running sensation Pete Gorniewicz carried tha ball most of
¦the drive and finally scored from three yards out. The
¦drive took 15 plays to complete and Steve Plomaritis
fccicked what proved to be the winning point after the TD.
gCoast Guard came back later in the third period driving
160 yards in nine plays. Quarterback Wayne Hallingsworth
¦
hit tight end Mike Thompson with an 18-yard pass for the
|TD. The kick was a mile wide and this gave the Mules
J their first victory, since none scored in the last stanza.
The fourth period was also a good one for the Mules. The
offense killed a lot of time driving from their own 10 to
the CG 45 before punting to the 20. The Cadets marched
40 yards to the Colby 40 when Jim Theriault came up witl
a big play, sacking the quarterback for a 12 yard loss and
stopped the drive. .
The defense pulled together in this game and came up with
the big play when it was needed. Jim Theriault , Aubrey
Moore, and Jack Parker had great games on defense. The
offensive line lead by pro-prospect Ron Ouilette gave
Gorniewicz some big holes to run through and Gornie
scampered for 148 yards in 40 carries in this game. Last
week by the way was only the third time in 25 games that
Gornie has been kept und er 100 yards in a game. As Pete
looks toward s his fourth 1000 yerd season he'll have to
have the consistent blocking he got down at Coast Guard.
The win gave Colby a 1-1 mark on the year. It also gave
the Mules the confidence they need to go on and have a
winning season. Saturday - Tufts.

JOSEPH'S
OF FAIRFIELD

Buy where your coaches buy at
the complete sporting goods store.
There are always quality bargains.
A few examples are Titlest golf
balls @ $11.80 doz., B1200 woods
3 for $75.00, Wilson Kramer
tennis raquets $20.95 , and hockey
jerseys for $5.99.
Also we have Adidas and Dunham
footwear , Lee pants, CCM bikes
and much, much more.
Hal Josephs '44 Paula Eustis '69

After the gome

The Echo is looking for som eone
with a car to drive to Belfast each
Thursday mrning to deliver the
paper to our publisher.
$15 plus gas per week,
contact Th e Ech o
x. 240

or leave a note under the
door of our office in Runnals.

Drop in for a delicious
Qfj f)ffM 0
Roast Beef Sand wich or Pint
^
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Italians

Groc eries

COLD BEER

Take out service - Open till midnight

47 Water Street

I el. 1734373
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Maine 's Largest Hi-Fidelity Dealer
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THe SOUTH END C*
«,
home oj Maine sea food
HEARTIE ST PLATE IN TOWN

Fabulous Antipasto Salads . Grinders , Ravioli
Delicious Steaks , Lasaf na , Manicoti

BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINE
dynamite drinks at
very reaso nable pri ces
Now open Sundays 12-10
Orders to Go 873-3 191

ALL HOME COOKING

(stop)
v

Wonderin g what to do
with your hair?
Come in and ask us.
Ladies Also
The

**•

Village Bar bers
113 Main St.
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WMHB Aga in M akes Waves

Volume LXIV No. 2
October 10. 1974

PEQUOD—DO
YOU CARE
STUDENTS?
Pequod (for those of you that don 't know),
is the name traditionally given to the Colby
student arts journal , It recent years, it has
appeared in various forms, achieving various
degrees of aesthetic and financial success.
Last year's single issue of Pequod , which came
out in the late spring, raised a distinct question about the nature of the publication, which
has yet to resolve itself. Taking the form of
a pamphlet with aai included record , that Pequod included . some exceptionally fine material , as well- as sonw that was not so exceptional. The aspect provoking the most ire
among student (and faculty, and alumni, and
trustee) readers was the fact that a major
portion of the work featured was not that of
full-time, current Colby people. As a result,
many raised eyebrows, some hurled obscenities at the head of the beleaguered editor,
Nick Ballas, but most importantly , the vast
majority of the student population ' didn't
even bother to buy a copy. At the same time,
there were many staunch supporters of the
issue who argued that its success (admittedly
limited) was due to the high calibre of the
outside material. It's hard to discuss professional poets like Allen Ginsberg, Anselm
Hollow , and Ted Enslin, not to mention the
work of faculty members and former students
who have gone on to pursue their literary artistic interests on a full-tim e basis. That's
rather stiff competition for the student amateur , tending to intimidate the creatively
shrinking violets.
Ballas' decision to include so much nonColby work was primarily based on the lack of
material submitted by the student body, and
this is the point at hand. This semester's
issue of the Pequod has been funded by Student Association (that's your money) with the
understanding that it will be distributed to all
students and faculty members free of charge,
, 'and will contain only the work of those
associated with the school. Tlie editors,
Alice Smith and Rusty Sehncrt , are pushing
for a wide variety of contributions, hqpefully
establishing a sound, representation of studentfaculty efforts. Tliis can be done only if all
those interested in having their work appear
,n the j ournal
get it toget h er enough to sub mit
their things , and to do it before next Wednesday, October 16.
J|iis deadline is coming very quickly, so start
j inking seriously alout what you've got on
llfl nd , and get
it into a shape you're happy
w,thi and send it
in. The coming issue will

After several weeks of expectant waiting, WMHB-FM
finally made its sophomore debut last Sunday evening.
The station had originally been scheduled to hit the air
waves during the first weei of the semester, but several
frustrating problem s interfered , the biggest being a sudden illness in the transmitter which was cured only last
weekend. Now , at last , the station is in full swing and
picking up where it left off last spring when it closed
down for the summer.
Last January WMHB , which is located at 91.5 on
the" FM dial , began its first broadcasting as an FM station
with a range of about twenty miles and a listening audeence which ballooned as the semester went on. Prior to
last year, the station had been an AM station . . . of
sorts. Its range, on a good day , inclu ded most of frat
row and sometimes even the quad. It was noted for its
incessant hum and distortio n, as well as its occasional
periods of dead air, perpetrated by a va st corp s of per-

sonable but often unenthusiastic d.j.s. (After all - its
hard to get excited about doing a show when you know
you 're the only person on campus listening to it).
With the advent of WMHB-F M , the progra m content improved considerably, and , perhaps due to the lack
of any other such station in the Waterville area , it gain ed
considerable popularity off-campus as well as on-campus.
This year station manager Scott Anderson expects the
WMHB 'sound' to be a blend of rock , jazz , a nd blues , with
an occasional classical show as well. Since the station is
licensed as a non-commercial station , t her e can be no
paid advertising broadcast over the air, meaning that for
the most part the music and features will have a higher degree of continuity then commercial stations in the area.
The service from record companies has improved vastly
over th a t of la st yea r , meaning that WMHB will often
be playing new album s before they are available to the
public at retail stores.
continued on page 4

be in simple booklet form , and can carry
ju st about anything that will show up on the
printed page - poetry, prose, drawings, block
prints, silk screens, photographs, photos of
paintings and sculpture - all types of stuff.
Works can be submitted through campus
mail sent to PEQUOD, c/o Runnals Union, or
by dropping them off at the Pequod office in
Woodman , first floor by the door (which is
also the Classics office...which is also the
CCS. office). One or both of the editors
will be there Monday/Wednesday 9-10:30 am ,
Thursday 3-5 pm. and Friday 4-5 pm.
Also : anyone interested in the technical endsetting it up, selecting what is to go in,
laying it out - come to the office on Wednesday, October 16, at & 7 :00 pm, for a general organization. This does not imply any
major com mitment , unless you want to make it.
At this moment, Pequod is in a position of
sink or swim : the success of this semester's
issue will determine the journal's future.
Funding provided by Stu-A is for first semester
only; second semester funding will be granted
if and only if there is a definite, positive
response from the studen t body. The editors
want to put out the best issue they can,
but the quality and range of material published will be dictated by the quality and range
of material submitted. The more sources
there are available to draw from , the better
and more worthwhile the Pequod will be. So
its up to the contributors, Realizing the limited time left until Oct. 16, the general reaction will probably be, 'Well, I can't get
around to it now , but I'll do it some other
time,' If there isn't a large body of contributions this week , there may not be anoth er
time for the Pequod. Submit your things now ,
and be able to do it again,

SONNET OF
BEAUTY AND THE
BEAST

Step from this world my friend and hear me out ,
A tale extraordinaire have I to tell ,
Of beauty fair , of beastly love, of clout
Who learns alas too late the lesson wekl.
Belle wrung her hands being by this clout desired
"Be gonol A. rose alone want I, mon pere !"
A bloom plucked he , then heard the cry, "VfeillardI"
La bete It was and Belle he wanted there.
The smoky Beast , Byronic, belled anew
To her each night and held the Belle at bay.
Hor mind did change , and wow! the beast did too;
Shafted: the clout? the sweethearts rocket away, away,
away,...
A way with you , seem this a tale too tall,
Chacun a son...."Ma is, vous ctes an imal!"

FAILURE OF
THE ANTIDO TE
On October 1, 1972, "the gritty whisper " of poet
A.nn Sexton held Given Auditorium spellbound ...this past
Friday, October 4, Ms. Sexton was found dead in her
car, while it idled in the garage. "Gritty whisper" is
the apt phrase which Colby 's Robert Gillespie found to
suggest the bizarre magnitude of the voice which entra nced so many of the listening audience. The Pulitzer
Prize-Winning poet began writing as psychiatric therapy
following an attempted suicide and resulting in hospitalization. Her poetry, often criticized for its highly personal, confessional tone, utilized this very intimacy to
speak of that nightmare which is shut up inside too
many lives. As the title of one of her books, "Transformations" suggests, Ms. Sexton 's was a valiant effort to transform her interior turmoil into an expression
which she could control. To call su ch openness exhibitionism is an outright admission of our all-too-frequent
reluctance to attempt honest expression.
Anne Sexton sincerely suffered from a heightened
awareness which she understood as both the poetic gift
and a psychologica l burden. In answ er to the
and a psychological burden. As a woman she felt
too m uch: "Women are more perceptive about em otions than
than men." But in her poems she could impose a
pattern upon these emotions, utilize her creative imagination in what she saw as "a fleeting moment of
,»..
power." In answer to the favorite inquiry of how she
went about writin g her poems, she said , "I begin with
a phrase or idea , and then there is a sudden interruption
of my whole life." It is ju st that interruption which
makes each poem such a rich experience, openning itself to all possibilities.
(continued on page 4)

